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ABSTRACT (Maximum 200 words)
Two books and 22 articles were produced under sponsorship of DAAL-03-88-K-0131. Work in density estimation resampling has been carried out with Dr. Malcolm Taylor of BRL. Simulation based estimation has been applied to problems ranging from marketing to oncology. Two doctoral dissertations were written on the subject of nonparametric regression. The effects of more active public health intervention to halt the AIDS epidemic were considered. New algorithms for density estimation in several dimensions were developed.
The estimation of the parameters characterizing a time series was pursued using both frequency and time domain techniques. The possibility that chaos is an artifact of inappropriate modeling was investigated. Thompson shows how hazard estimation from data sets from the Sixteenth Century to the present can be used to obtain insights and, frequently, models of the generating mechanism of these data sets. [21] . Resampling Strategies. Malcolm Taylor of BRL continues his joint work with Thompson on nonparametric density estimation motivated alternatives to the bootstrap. They have shown how the granularity pathologies associated with the bootstrap can easily be overcome with the fundamentally different (from the bootstrap) SIMDAT algorithm. [16] . Simulation Based Estimation. Detailed implementations of the SIMEST algorithm are presented by Atkinson, Brown and Thompson. [18] . An invited address to the Sesquicentennial Meeting of the ASA on the subject of SIMEST was given by Thompson. [20] . Ensor and Bridges have worked with Thompson in using SIMEST for the estimation of the parameters of a stochastic process characterizing the appearance and disappearance of hardware in the personal computer market. [7] . The parallelization of the SIMEST algorithm has been implemented by Stivers, Ensor and Thompson on a LEVCO transputer desktop system [23] . For the simulation based strategies considered, 
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